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Discovery Algorithms 
@

Personalized insights, actions, and tools 
to help our merchants’ businesses.

Recommendations & Personalization

!2

Multi-channel commerce platform 
powering 600k+ businesses in 175 countries.



Can we incorporate 
fairness into search 
results and 
recommendations?



Image search
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Can we incorporate 
fairness into search 
results and 
recommendations
via reranking?



Base relevance model
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Limitations
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Limitations
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MMR re-ranking

- Used for increasing the diversity of a result set 

- Objective function: 

relevance gain in diversity

!11 Carbonell & Goldstein. 1998.
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MMR re-ranking

- Done in a greedy iterative process to obtain the 
top-k results 

relevance gain in diversityλ +(1 − λ)
− max

i∈Schosen items

Sim(inew, i)

!14 Carbonell & Goldstein. 1998.

(inew)argmax
inew∈Sunchosen items

(inew)



MMR re-ranking
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MMR re-ranking
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MMR re-ranking

− max
i∈Schosen items

Sim(inew, i)gain in diversity =
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Ex: Image search in Burst

Burst: stock photo website 

Task: similar image search 
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https://burst.shopify.com



Related images: relevance
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Query image 



Related images: MMR
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Query image 



MMR reranking

Can we use this instead for fairness? 

relevance gain in diversity
− max

i∈Schosen items

Sim(inew, i)

fairness
+(1 − λ)
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λ



Image representations

!29 Szegedy et al. 2016.

- Richer representations of image content 

- Inception-v3: pre-trained CNN 

- Learns image representations: 2048- 
dimensional vectors 

- pairwise similarity



Image fairness representations

Inception

[0.1, 0.3, 2.4, …] 

[4.5, 1.7, 0.4, …] 

… 

[6.1, 0.5, 1.2, …]

= [3.6, 0.8, 1.3, …]
Average

vwoman
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tag: ‘woman’



Image fairness representations

Inception

[6.1, 2.3, 7.3, …] 

[1.5, 1.7, 0.5, …] 

… 

[2.0, 1.5, 4.2, …]

Average
= [3.2, 1.8, 4.0, …]vman
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tag: ‘man’



Fairness-aware MMR reranking (FMMR)

relevance gain in fairness+(1 − λ)
− max

i∈Schosen items

Sim(inew, i)
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λ



Fairness-aware MMR reranking

relevance gain in fairness+(1 − λ)

vman

vwomaninew

i
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λ

Sim(inew, i) ?



− |d(i, vman) − d(inew, vman) |

Fairness-aware MMR reranking

relevance gain in fairness+(1 − λ)

vman

vwomaninew

i
d(i, vman)

d(inew, vman)

Sim(inew, i) ?
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λ

d(inew, vman)



− |d(i, vwoman) − d(inew, vwoman) |

− |d(i, vman) − d(inew, vman) |

Fairness-aware MMR reranking

relevance gain in fairness+(1 − λ)

vman

vwomaninew

i

Sim(inew, i) =

d(i, vwoman) d(inew, vwoman)
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λ

+

d(i, vwoman)d(inew, vwoman)



Fairness-aware MMR reranking

relevance gain in fairness+(1 − λ)

Sim(inew, i) = − Σ |d(i, v) − d(inew, v) |

vman

vwomaninew

i

−d(i, v) d(inew, v)
v ∈ {vman, vwoman}
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λ



Related images: FMMR
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Query image 



Experiment: 
Image search in Burst
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Task: similar image search



Dataset

3249 images used in search (objects, places, people). 

291 men images, 458 women images used to create 
fairness representations. 

738 sample human images used as query images for 
evaluation. 
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Metrics: relevance

Relevance: precision at k (p@k). 

Based on tags: require at least 1/4 of query image 
tags to be matched by search result 
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Metrics: fairness

Tradeoff between relevance and fairness. 

Fairness: fairness ratio at k (fr@k), defined as: 

in top-k results. 

  

# woman images
# man images + # woman images
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Experiment: FMMR vs MMR

- Euclidean distance for all distance calculations 

- For each algorithm,    tuned using 100 query 
images to heuristically optimize the fairness-
relevance tradeoff 

- Evaluation done on remaining 638 images: use 
tuned    to get top-10 results per query, compute 
p@10, fr@10. !45

λ

λ



*If you have to include legal or source 

FMMR
    p@10 

MMR

0.59 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
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*If you have to include legal or source 

FMMR
    fr@10 

MMR

0.65 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.02
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Results

When producing gender-balanced results, FMMR 
had higher precision than MMR (using same 
relevance model and hyperparameter tuning). 
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Conclusion & Applications
✔ Developed algorithm to incorporate fairness in image results 

✔ Can be extended to other demographics (race, age) 

✔ Small number of tagged images required 

✔ Trade-off can be controlled by choice of hyperparameters 

✔ Apply in post-processing for search + recommendations in 
many domains; not limited to images! 
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✗ 
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Appendix 1: hyperparameter 
tuning heuristics

Grid search on     by optimizing for fairness while 
satisfying a pre-defined guarantee of precision. 

Guarantee of precision for     by this constraint: 

               

λ

pλ=1@10 − pλ@10
pλ=1@10

≥ d (allowable degradation ratio)

λ
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